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LOAD CAPACITY OF AHIMIWM-ALLoY CRANKHX BEARINGS As

D~ IN A ~G.4L BEARING TEST MACHINE

By E. Iked Macks and Milton C. Shaw

SUMMARY

The load capacities of four aluminum-alloy radial-engine crank-
pin bearings were detenined in a centrifugal bearing test machine,
All the ali~ys had a load capacity in excess of 6000 pounds pei’

square inch. The average load capacity for the best alloy of the
group (0.93 percent Cu, 1.29 percent Fe, 1.14 percent Ni, 0.19 pf3r-

—

cent Si, 6.07 percent Sn, 90.38 percent Al) was greater than
9000 poun~s per square inch. All the alwninum-alloy bearings were
found to seize more suddenly and severely than comparable copper-
head or silver-lead-iridiumbearings.

—

Chemical analysis made &ter the bearings had been tested to
failure showed that the actual composition of each aluminum alloy was

.-

different from the chemical s~ecifications. In particular, the iron
content was fownd to be in excess of that requiredby the mminal
specifications. basmch as the iron content is reported to infliience
the antiscore properties of aluminum alloys, due consideration should
be made of the actual composition rather than the nominal specifica-
tions in evaluathg the aluminum alloys tested.

The physical characteristics of the bond between the aluminum
alloy and steel back must be imprcved before the aluminum alloys can
be used for radial-aircraft-enginemaster-rod bearings.

INTRODUCTION

As aircraft engines of high output are developed, bqaring mate-
rials having greater load-carrytng capacity and improved aperating
characteristics are required. Aluminum-alloy crankshaft bearings

.-—

have been used or considered for a number of years. As early as 1911
(reference 1) bearings ot 92 percent aluminum and 8 percent copper

#
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were tested on a French railroad and perfomed satisfactorily, showing
no measurable wear after 50,000 miles of service. These results were
not confirmed, however, in su”Dsequenttests of similar a@ication.

Inasmuch as aluminum alloys are hardew than other ccmmon bearing
znetala,it is necessary that the rubbing surfaces be more carefully
machined to produce an excellent surface finish and that a very hard
Journal be used, Aluminum-alloy bearings are also reported to be
sensitive to e~e yressure produced by misalinement or deflection and
should be used only when a complete oil film can be maintained. The
high coefficients of expanston of aluminum alloys necessitate a diam-
etrical clearance somewhat larger than that ~’equiredby other common
bearing materials and Limit the operating temperature of’the bearing.
(See references 2 and 3.) The composition andproperti.es of a nwnber
of aluninum-alloy bearings are given in table 1.

This ~per reports the results of tests to obtain the load-
carrying ca~=city of fo’w;aluninun-alloy radial-engine crankpfn
bearings as determined in a centrifugal bearing test machine. The
tests were conducted at the NACA Cleveland laboratory during the
autumn of 1944.

Bearing test machine.

APPARATUS

- The bearing test machine and accessory
test equirment (fig. 1.)used in this investigation were initially
design;d ~y the”pr~tt & Whitney Aircraft Div;sion of the United Air-
craft Corporation (reference 4) and later modified by the Wright
Aeronautical Corporation. The principle of oporation of this bearing
test machino is shown in fiGuro 2.

The test bearing is mounted in a cylindrical steel disk that
produces a centrifugal forcu on the crankpin. This force varies as
the square of the crankshaft speed. Uniform relative motion betwcmn
the te~t bearing and the cranlcpinis produced by a gear train. The
normally stationary gear is kept from rotating by means of a torque-
measuring mm, which was designed to indicate the relative friction
force developed by different lxmt bearings. A friction clutch is
introduced between the normally stationary gear and the torque arm
to stop the relative motion between the crankpin and the test bearing
when the friction torque exceeds a given value. This device prevents
the test surfaces from being completely destroyed by seizure and per-
mits a post-test examination to be made.
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A combination overlmd relay and electrodynauic brake is used to
bring the ap~ratus to rest within a few seconds after a ~wedetermined
value of power input to the motor has been exceeded. This device per-
mits the same set of clutch plates to be used for more than one test
and also automatically stops the ay~ratus quiclclyif failure of a
part, other than the test bearing, occurs or j-fthe clutch fails to
slip when the test bearing seizes. —

oil system. - The oil system is shown diagra?mnaticallyin fig-
ure 3. Oil is pumped from the oil-weighing tank through a full-flow
filter and rotameter to the test bearing. The oil-inlet pressure is

.— --.-.

maintained constant by means of an adjustable pressure-relief valve,
which b~sses excess oil delivered by the pressure pump back into
the oil-weighing tank. The oil leaving the test bearing is drawn from ~“-”_
the sump of the bearing teet machine by means of a scavenge pump. All
the oil passes through the heater (which may or may not be used,
depending upon the test conditions); a part of the oil Passes t~o%h ____
the cooler and is blended either auto~aticdly or manually with the
oil that bypasses the cooler. By means of a pressure-relief valve,
part of the blended oil i,sdelivered at constant pressure thro~h a
full-flow filter to the idler-gear bearing and the rest is conducted
to the hopper above the oil-weighing tank.

, When a flow reading is taken, the solenoid valve connecting the
hopper and the oil-weighing tank is closed. The mass rate of oil
flow to the test bearing is determined frcm two successive readings

. of a manometer that indicates the head of oil above a seU?-bakcing,
dia?@agm located at the bottom of the oil-weighing tank (the details
of this device are described in reference 5). The bypassed oil from
the pressure pump enters the weighing tank below the solenoid valve;
hence the manometer indicates only the oil flow to the test bearing.
The rotameter is used to detezmine instantaneous rates of oil flow
and the oil-weighing system gives a more accurate average rate of 011
flow.

The test machine and the oil system are brought to o~erating
temperature before the teat is started by circulating oil from the
oil-weighing tank through the heater a?ilinto the toy of the bearing-
test-machine housing. In this manner temperature equilibrium is
attained in approximately 1 hour.

Comparison of operating characteristics of engine and beari~
test machine. - A c~parieon of the load and speed characteristics
of a radial-engine crankpin bearing in the centrifugal bearing test

●

✎
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machine with those for a stiilar bearing in the nine-cylinder radial
engine is shown In figure 4, which is drawn with respect to the crsnk
axis. Figure 4(a) and 4(c) show that the bearing rotates with con-
stant angular velocity about the stationary crankpin and that the

—...————

load is constant in magnitude and direction for a given crankshaft
speed.

In the actual engine the bearing rotates with instantaneously
var~ng angular velocity about the stationary crankpin (fig. 4(c))
and the load is seen to vary in both magnitude and direction at a
given engine speed (fig. 4(b)). The locus of the end of the bearing-
load vector for different values of crank angle is given by the oval
path shown in figure 4(b). Because of the inherent symmetry of a
nine-cylinder radial engine, the same oval path will be traced for
successive 80° crank-angle intervals. The manner in which the crank-
yin bearing load varies with engine speed and indicated mean effec-
tive pressure for this engine is discussed in reference 6.

-—

The center of the crankpin is translated along the crank axis
to the correspond~.ngpoint on the speed scale in order to determine
the load vector at any value of cx’anksh.aftspeed.

The load vector OA shown in figure 4(a) is for a speed of
2500 rpm and any value of crank angle. Tineload vector O’B shown
in figure 4(b) is for an engine speed of 2500 r~ and an indicated
mean effective pressure of 250 pounds per square inch at a m:@c-
angle value of OO. The 0° crank-angle positiou corresponds to th.e--

—-—

top-center position of the master connecting rod at the beginning
of the expansion stroke.

..——

The operating charactmistics of the bearing test machine
differ from those in the actual engine as follows: .—,

Relative motion between
crmkpin and bearing

Magnitude of resultant
bearing load

Direction of resultant
bearing load with
respect to crank axis

Bearing test machine Nine-cylinder
radial engine

Constant Variable with period
of 360° of crank angle

constant Variable with period
of 80° of crank angle

Always along Variable with period
crank axis of 80° of crank angle

—

—

4
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TEST PROCEDURE AND CONDITIONS

Before the crankshaft 5.srotated.,heated oil is circulated
through the ap~ratus until the temperature of the case reaches a
blue of approximately 170° F. The initial run-in of the bearing
is at 1800 rpm (unit load, 2260 lb/sq in.) for 45 minutes. The
speed is then increased in successive increments of 200 rpn every
20 minutes until a speed of 3400 rpm (unit load, 8090 lb/sq in.)
is reached, after which the speed is increased in lncre?aentsof
100 rp every 20 minutes until seizure occurs. Each speed increase
is achieved over a period of a~oxtiately 2 minutes after which
time the speed remains constant during the rest of the 20-mi.nute
interval. Readings of crankshaft speed, oil tem~erature, oil pres---
sure, and rate of oil flow to the test bearing, temperature of oil
in the sump, and torque-arm scale are periodically recorded. A
chart of the power consuned by the
recording wattmeter.

The following conditions were
all the tests described herein:

driving motor is obtained by a

maintamed constant throughout

Oi.l-inlettemperature,% . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...170
Oil-inlet pressure to crankshaft, lb/sq in. .*..** . 75

● Value at which friction clutch will slip, lb-i:.” . . . . . . . 800

The oil used in all tests was Navy 1120, which has a viscosity of
m 100 seconds Saybolt Universal at 220° F and 1850 seconds Saybolt

Universal at 100° F.

The effective oil-inlet pressure to the test bearing maybe
computed by adding the centrifugal-pressurecomponent to the pres-
sure of the oil entering the crankshaft. The centrifugal-pressure
com~onent may be computed by an application of the Bernoulli equa-
tion to give:

Pc = 0.427x 10-6 r2 N2 (1) ‘–
.

where

Qc centrifugal oil-pressure component, pounds per square inch

r distance from center of rotation to point of otl inlet on
..-—

crankpin surface, inches
——-—--

N crankshaft speed, rpm
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The mean value of r for the crankpin is 4.55 inches and.the average
specific gravity of the oil is taken to be 0.832 at the oyerating
temperature. The effective oil-inlet pressure is shown plotted
against crankshaft speed in figure 5 for an oil-inlet pressure to the
crankshaft of 75 pounds per square inch.

A drawing of the interchangeable crankpin is given in fig-
ure 6(a), which shows tbe specifications and oil-inlet arr~ement.
This oil-inlet arrangement and hardness re~esent an gxfl_g_r_tiental
design and are not used in the production engine.

.-
Individual values

of crankpin diameter are given in table II.

The following four aluminum alloys were tested:

y%g, g, ls;:: ‘@: .. .
Nominal composition by s~ecification, percent

Actual chemical analysis, percent
ll\
\&)

A ------ ------ 0.74 ------ 0.07 ------ 99.19 1,7
B .-.--- ------ 1.87 ------ -----. 4.51 93.62 2,6,9
c ------ 0.93 1.29 1.1.4 .19 6.07 90.38 3,5
D 1.49 ------ 1.14 ------ 3.34 ------ 94● 03 4,8,10.— ——

lDetemined by th~A1-Fin Corp., Jamaica, N. Y.

The actual composition of each alloy is considerably different from
that called for in the specifications.

-.

A drawing of the test bearing is presented in figure 6(b).
Individual beari~ di.s,meters,which are given In talle III, were
determined at the Cleveland Ordnance District Gage Laboratory by
means of a Pratt & Whitney Electrolimit Universal Interhal Comparator.
The normal measuring pressure of this gage was reduced to a tare mifi-
immn so that scoring of tb,ebearing surface by the disnond measuring
point was just visible and reproducible readings could still be
obtained.

.

.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

.

●

The load capacity of each of the 10 alwninma-alloy bearings
tested is given in figure 7 tcgether with the capacities of similar
silver-lead-iridium,copper-leadt silvei’jand Gilver-gom be~in$s~
which have been included for comparison. Previous tests on copper-
head bearings show that the reproducibility of the centrifugal bear-

—

ing test machine is much better than is indicated by the alminm-
alloy data of figure 7; for e=ple, the load capacities of two
copper-lead bearings havi~ their inner and outor mmfaces accurately

.-

machined using the same fixture were 8600 and 8800 pom~ @r square
inch. The copper-lead bearing haviing0.008-inch dismetral clearance
was tested to determine the effect of diametral clearance upon

—

bearing-load capacity. It is evident from figure 7 that the diaetral
clearance within the ran~e 0.0035 to 0.008 inch has a negligible
effect upon the load capcity of the copper-lead bearings. The
s~.l~er-lead-~di~ beartngs were taken from stock and tested without

.——.—

any attempt to match them for dimensions; and the plain silver bear-
ings were regular production bearings without a Iead.-indiumcoati~.
The silver-gold bearings were stock silver bearings with 0.0004-inch
radial thickness of 24 carat gold electroplated over the silver
inside surface. The large variation of load ca>city in individual

—

tests on the same aluminum alloy maybe a characteristic of that
aluminwn alloy or may reflect the poor bearing dimensions. All the
bearings tested withstood a unit bearing load greater than

—

6000 pounds per square inch.. The two tests on-alloy C indicated a
load capacity in excess of 9000 pounds per square inch.

.-
..—

Seizure suddenly occmred end was more severe for all of the
alminum-alloy bearings tested$ except test 3 USin$ all~Y Cj ~~
for silver-lead-iridium,copper-lead, plain silver, or silver-gold

bearings. In most cases the strength of the weld that occurred
between the bearing surfaces upon seizure was of the same order of
magnitude as the bond strength between bearing shell and hearing
metal. A representative aluminmn-alloy-bearingfailure is shown in
figure 8, In order to remove the bearing from the Journal, it was
necessary to cut through the steel shell and peel away the bearing,
leaving large portions of bearing metal adhering to the crankpin.

The range of crankpin-bearing oil flow at diffgrent.values of
crankshaft speed is shown in figure 9 for all the aluminm-elloy

.—..—

bearings investigated. The curves for individual bearings lie
.—

within the shaded area and no correlation was found between bearing
.——

clearance and oil flow, probably bemuse of the ge~etric l~cc~acies _
indicated in table III. The flow through the cranlcplnbearing is

.——

.

.
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seen to increase appreciably with engine speed. In order to correlate
oil-flow data with bearing clearances, the measurement of temyratures
in the oil film was undertaken. Measurement of temperature in the
low-pressure region of the oil-film at locations one-half and one-
fourth the length of the bearing was accompllsbed by placing copper-
constantan thermocouples on the unloaded side of the crankpin. The
sensitive t~.psof the thermocouples were 0.010 inch below the true
crankpin periphery and the wires ware led out through,the crankshaft
oil hole to slip rings at the rear. The results of these tests on
plain silver bearings showed that the oil-film temperatmes at these
points were for all purposes equal and about 10° F higher than the .
oil-inlet temperature (which was measured just before the oil entered
the crankshaft) for the range of inlet temperature from 170° to 240° F.
It is believed that this oil-temperature differericeof 10° F is due
to a temperature gradient along the path of the oil through the crank-
shaft before it reaches the test bearing Eurfaces and that In this
type of bearing the end leakage is so ~reat as to prevent a large
part of the oil from making a complete circuit of the crsm.Qin
periphery before it is forced out the ends by the high oil-film pres-
sures in the loaded region. The oil-film temperature in the loaded
region was not measured but was undoubtedly much higher than that
measured in the unloaded region.

—

The silver-lead-iridiumand copper-lead bearings, which are com-
mercial bearing metals, were tested in order that a comparison of
these materials might be made with the alminum alloys. Repz’esent-
ative wattmeter records for silver-lead-i,ndium,copper-leadj and
type-C aluninum-alloy bearings are shown in fi~re 10. ~ many cases
an increase in load Is apparently accompanied by a small amo’nt of
run-in, which Is shown by the decrease of wattmeter reading with
time. The average load capacity of the t~e-C! alwninuu-alloy bearings
is seen to lie between those for silver-lead-intifumand copper-lead
bearings. The average load capacity for each of the other almdnum
alloys was found to be below that for copper lead. The bearing-load
capacity and operating characteristics are dependent upon therun.ning

.-

clearance and, because the average clearances for the silver-lead-
indium, copper-lead, and aluminum-alloy bearings were not identl.Cal___
a comparison of load capacity of the different bearing materials
should be mede with this fact in mind.

Silver-lead-iridium,copper-lead, and the aluminum-bearing alloys
were found to differ in their ability to recover from initial seizure
near the point of failure, Silver-lead-indiwa bearings, and to a —.——

greater extent copper-lead bearings, are capable of recovering frcm
initial seizure if the load is decreased hnmediately upon seizure and

.
8

..-_
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the bearing allowed to run-in a short time before the load is
reapplied. This effect is illustrated at points A and B in figure 10.
None of the alumir.um-alloybearings exhibited such ability to recover; -
this observation reflects the relative suddenness and severity with.
which these materials fail.

The type-C alwninum-alloy bearing apparently recj.u3.resmore run-in
than copyer-lead or silver-lead.-indl.umbearings as indicated by the
slightly hi@er friction at all values of load and the greater irreg-
ularity of the wattineterrecord throughout the tests. The power char- .___
acteristics for the other three alunl.nromalloys were less than those
for the type-C alloy and more nearly approached the silver-lead-
indium and copper-lead bearing power characteristics. ——

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

The results of tests made in a centrifugal bearing test machine
to determine the load capacities of four aluminum-alloy cranlrpin
bearings similar to those of a production radial-type engine may be

.—

summarized as follows:

1. The average load capac5.tiesfor the aluminum alloys tested
are:

.-

SI

0.07
----

.19
3.34

+

Sn Al

---- 99.19
4.51 93.62

6.07 90.38
---- 94.03

Composition, percent ! Unit load lAverage unit
Alloy —

~ m

Cd Cu Fe Ni

A ---- ---- 0.74 --=
B --------- l,g7 --..-

C ---- 0.93 1.29 1.14
D 1.49 ---- 1.14 ---- 3i!E_ “--

2. All the aluminum-alloy bearings were found to seize more
suddenly aad severely thsm comparable copper-lead or silver-lead-
indium bearings.

30 Chemical amalysis made after the bearings had been tested
to failure showed that the actual composition of each alminm alloy
was different from the chemical.specifications. In part:g.ul%?Jthe .
iron content was found to be in excess of that required by the nom-
inal specifications. Inasmuch as the iron content is re~rted to
influence the antiscore properties of aluminun alloys, due considera-
tion should be made of the actual composition rather than the nom-
inal specifications in evaluating the alminum alloys tested.

9 —.. ——
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4. The physical characteristics of the bond between the alui!d.num
alloy and steel back nust be improved before the alumfnnm alloys can
be used for radial-aircraft-enginemaster-rod bearings.

Aircraft Engine Research Laboratory,
National Adtisory Camnittee for Aeronautics,

Cleveland, Ohio, May 17, 1946.
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l’AEL2 I - COMPOSITION AND 0P2RATING PROPERTIES OF SOME ALUMINUM -ALLOY E2ARIIKM

Alloy Composition, peroent Remarks Rafer-
enes

al) co Ou Fe % Mu ‘Hi 51 an a Al

m-m ---- ---- 8.0 ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- 92.0 Some bearings of this 1
compoaltion have given
50,000 miles of railroad
servloe without measurable
Tear

2aarZal ---- ---- 5.0 1.0 ---- ----- ---- ---- ---- ---- 94,0 Has been run to 1650 2
lb/aq in. at a rubbing
speed of 20 ft/seo

2ecmaagnal A ---- -“-- --”- ---- 5*O ---- ---- ---- ---- 5*O 90.0 Ioad onpaolt of
I

2
8600 lb/aq n. at
10 ft/8eo

m 292 -.. 1.2 1.5 --- 0.s 0.6 1.5 21.0 ----- --- ml. No wear after opereti for 2
22*O ?100 hOUVS at 5600 lb sq in.

and 1’7 ft/aeo

C?%tectio)
--- ---- 4.5 ---- 0 ●’7 0.8 1.6 14.0 -.-. ---- 72.5 Rotatingbearingon 8tatlon- E

my, hardenedshaftoarrled
UP to 12,7’50 lb/sq h

RR.56 ---- ---- 0::- ~ ●2 ----- O*7 - 194 ----- ;:O5----- ml*
.4E

Stsndardorankpinbearl
1.0 1.7 Ye 2on Rolls-Roycean~ Fknte~

engina8

RR. ?iain o.4- ---- ---- ---- OS - 0,7 - 1.6 -0.4 6- 4. 6---- - Sal. Standard mah bearlnga on

bearinga .0

2

●5 .9 2.0 .60 5.0 Rolls-Royce and Bentley
engine e

Alloy used ---- ---- 2,0 1.2 0.0 --- 1 ●3 0.6 0.07 ---- 94,03 Replaced lead bronse in 3

h tests servloe and withstood

of refer- eevere tre ataunt

ense 3
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TABLE II - CRANKPIN ~ Ts

Determined at Cleveland Ordnance District Gage Labo-
ratory by means of Pratt & Whitney Length Measuring
machine~

rPlane of
diametral
readingsa

rA-A
B-B
c-c!
D-D

.—

-.

Diameter of crankpin
(in.)

Sectionb

~’+1 3-3 I 4-4 I ‘-’
Before testing

After teeting
A-A

m

3.25106 3.25070 Oil groove 3.25080 3.25100””
B-B 3.25100 3.25085 Oil groove 3.25080 3.25103
c-c 3;25110 5.25050 3.25090 3.25073 3.25114
D-D 3.25080 3 ● 25090 3.25073 3.25086 3.25111

Before After
testing testing
(in.) (in.)

Maximum taper in any plane 0,00049 0.00060
Maximum out-of-round at any section .00036 .00040
Average outside diameter 3.2511.9 3.25089
Total average change in cranlqin .00030
diameter due to wear and poliehhg
(for the series of 10 tee%)

aPlanes of diametral
readings are shown in
the following sketch:

A

D

#

“45” FJ
~&+.&i

.-
4>,’, ! >,,>45”

P-

.
c

P
c

#4 %N.b... ..-.”
\

El D

A
Center line of oil hole

12

bSections at which measure-
ments of the diameter
were talienare as s’hewn:

12345
———.—

1 1::;
It 1 Plug

It,ta, f

12S45 .— —

National Advisory Cammittee
for Aeronautics
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TABIS ~1 - ISDIV~AL WT WRING WSU~S

[Dote-nod at the lllevolandOrdnanoe Dist,iot oa@ Lsb.ratmry by means d a Frstt& Wtiitney
Zleotrolimlt Universal Internal Comparator]

●

?lalleof Iaalde dlamee~ madlx& maximum maxm sut- AvePw 2athated
dlamatral tmper in

Avarage

searing readlz&
of-round at inslds ●verage alearanso outside

Seotion

I
~-~ Win. )

plane any seatlon diameter with orankpino diameter

.
I 2-2

(in.) (in.) (in.) (in.)

1 A-A 3.P%3Sa 3.s6405 S.FX460 0.00170
S-B

o.w144 3 .2?6434 0.W616 3.47026
3.26480 3.E6470 3.l?6470

I ‘ I s: I I I I I 0“00160I 3“2=441 ‘“m’o F-w3.26640 3.26610 3.23366 0.00154
3.26430 3.2M40 3.23496

o.euixlu [ U.-e-w I I I I I
ap~ane* or . ..-_. ___ --.>.-—- —-. -— -c.— .—----—...L-.

+3
D 45’ ~

k

,, 45”
‘.

c c

/- ; ‘.

B D

A

shown:%ametrel readings ~ made at 6eetlona as

El

)

t

f a 3

OEntlmsted ●ver-go Clearmee equals average inside diameter of bearing mlnua avera e outside
J fdissieterof arankpln berore aerl e of teste -nun 0.00003 (test number minus 1).

NAT IONAL AOV I SORY
CM ITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS
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I!Aih!-J..- .-e -- .:. “

-weighing-tank hopper
-weighing tank

hp variable-speed>
ve motor

A Oi
B Oi

c 50
dr

D Torque-measuring scale
E Centrifugal bearing test

machine

F Adjustable pressure-
relief valve

G Oil filter

H Pressure pump

i Oil cooler
J Automatic ol l-temperature-

control valve

Cf
i

—. -,- -.._
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with that for comparable bearing in actual engine.
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